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Itinerary – 5 Day African Kruger Safari
This Safari is aimed at our Bushwakka enthusiasts who enjoy the scenic beauty found in the
Kruger Park as well as the vast changes in vegetation and spotting our magnificent Big five
and prolific birdlife.

Collection in Johannesburg
You will be picked up by your driver from OR Tambo Bus Terminal between 06h00am and
07h00am and be transferred to Nelspruit to meet up with your guide before driving along to the
Kruger National Park in your Open Safari Vehicle.
Day 1: Johannesburg – Kruger Park

On entering the Kruger National Park through the gate. we start your game drive with your guide
making your way up to camp for lunch. After lunch and check in at camp and the day being a bit
cooler, we start off on your first exciting game drive of the day, hoping to spot as many animals
as possible, returning to camp at gates closing. Your guide will give you the time to meet him in
the restaurant for dinner, and to explain the next day’s activities.
Day 2: Kruger Park

Everything starts early in the Kruger Park to have a greater chance of seeing game, we depart
camp early morning so that you have a better chance of possibly spotting a Leopard on the prowl
or Lions enjoying an early morning meal or marking territory along the road.
After a leisurely breakfast at one of the camps we’ll continue with our game drive, this time
stopping off at some of the waterholes. Your guide is keeping an ever- watchful eye on the sky
for Eagles soaring on the thermals. You’ll see plenty of birds too – there are more than 500
species present in the park. (During the heat of the day in the summer months we may return to
camp mid-day and leave again three hours before gate closing time).
After a mid-day break and lunch, we will depart once again on an afternoon drive making our
way to sit at a watering hole for a while and then making our way back to camp as the sun sets.
Enjoy dinner once again at the restaurant.
Day 3: Kruger Park

This morning you will experience another early morning departure before the heat of the day,
possibly spotting a few cats, rhinos and elephants along the way and watching the never to be
forgotten African Sunrise. Your guide keeping a watchful eye out for any predators in the area.
After breakfast your game drive continues returning to camp once again by mid-day for a break
from the heat of the day, giving you time to relax by the pool or enjoy a good Siesta before
embarking on your late afternoon game drive. Dinner will be in the restaurant.
Day 4: Kruger Park

Of course, this morning we are up early once again and full of energy as we face another
morning in Africa this time your guide will be on the lookout for the Cheetah if not already spotted
on your previous mornings game drives and the elusive Leopard and possibly a Wild dog if not
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already spotted while on safari. After breakfast its out and about again returning to camp mid-day
to have a break before getting ready to embark on your Night drive which is an exciting
adventure hoping to spot as many nocturnal animals as possible. You return to camp in time for
your last dinner under the African sky.
Day 5: Kruger Park – Johannesburg

Your last morning in the African bushveld enjoying a beautiful one last sunrise and possibly a
glimpse of the Big 5 before enjoying breakfast. Its then time to get ready to depart from the
Kruger back to Johannesburg.
What is included? In the all-inclusive package.









4 Nights Private en-suite Chalet Accommodation with Air-conditioning and Twin Beds
Collection & Drop Off in Johannesburg or Nelspruit
Daily Conservation/Entrance Fees
Open Vehicle Game Drives
1 x Sunset/Night Drive
4 x Breakfast
4 x Dinner

Excluded:







Lunches
Drinks
Flights
Gratuities
Items of a Personal Nature

Itinerary may vary slightly due to gate opening times, game movements, weather etc....
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